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High energy 7 -ray cross section obtained from 3He +  25Mg reaction 
at E \ab =  29.9 MeV exhibits an enhancement as compared to statistical 
model predictions including giant resonance strength functions. W ithin 
the preequilibrium exciton model approach which takes into account level 
density parameters and pairing for individual nuclei and uses the giant 
dipole resonance parameters found at lower excitation energy a satisfactory 
description of the 7 -ray energy spectrum is obtained.
PACS numbers: 24.30. Cz, 24.60. Dr, 24.60. Gv, 25.70. Gh
1. In tro d u ctio n
In light nuclei a t  low bom barding energies (F /A  ~  4 M eV/nucleon) the 
experim entally observed 7 -ray spectrum  from 3He-induced reaction can be 
well described by sta tistical decay model in which an excitation of giant 
resonances built on excited sta tes is taken into account [1]. However, it has 
been pointed ou t already several years ago th a t  for higher 3He energies a 
strong nonstatistical contribution is apparent a t high F 7 [2]. Recently this 
behaviour (for F 7 >22 MeV) has been observed for 7 -spectra  obtained from 
highly excited 28Si populated in 3He- and 4He-induced reactions [3].
The 25M g(3He, 7 ) experim ental d a ta  were obtained a t the Tandem Ac­
celerator L aboratory in Garching as a part of a larger project concerning 
an investigation of high energy 7 -spectra from various light- and heavy-ion 
induced reactions. A 2.02 m g/cm 2 isotopieally enriched 25Mg target was 
bom barded with a beam of 29.9 MeV 3He ions. This reaction populates ini­
tial sta tes of the composite system  a t 50 MeV. The 7 -rays from the decay of
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this highly excited nucleus were detected in a  27 cm X 33 cm N al(T l) crystal 
surrounded by a plastic anticoincidence shield. Additional lead shields were 
used in order to  reject cosmic-ray events and low energy 7 -ray background. 
In order to  separate prom pt 7 -rays produced in the targe t from neutron 
induced events a  standard  time-of-flight technique with the pulsed beam 
has been applied. A detailed off-line analysis allowed to  elim inate pile-up, 
summ ing and residual cosmic-rays background events.
2. P reeq u ilib r iu m  m o d el ca lcu la tion s
O ur analysis is based on a  preequilibrium exciton model into which a 
contribution from 7 -ray emission (com peting with nucleon emissions) was 
incorporated [5, 6]. In this form ulation an occurrence of 7 -ray emission at 
all stages, i.e. from an initial exciton s ta te  to  a fully equilibrated compound 
nucleus, is taken into account. In order to  calculate the  7 -emission energy 
spectrum  one uses an exact solution of the tim e-integrated m aster equations 
of the exciton model for an arb itra ry  initial configuration [8]. To do this one 
has to  supply nucleon [7] and 7 -emission rates [6] . The le tter contains the 
photoabsorption cross section which is taken in the form of the Lorenzian 
describing the giant dipole resonance (GDR).
In our calculations ten nuclei forming a  reaction chain, i.e. from the com­
posite system (.4 =  28, Z  =  14) down to (.4-3, Z -3) were taken into account, 
the neutron and proton inverse cross sections were calculated internally and 
the constan t K  =  100 MeV3 for the transition  m atrix  element has been 
taken from the literature. In the conventional preequilibrium  model calcu­
lations one usually takes a value for the single-particle level density g =  .4/13 
and ignores pairing. It has been shown, however, th a t  such approach leads 
to  inconsistencies particularly for low excitation energies [9]. Therefore in 
our case we have used an extended version of the PEQ AG 2 code in which 
single particle level density param eters and pairing energies for individual 
nuclei were applied [10]. For this purpose we m ade use of recently published 
phenomenological system atics of the nuclear level density param eters [11]. 
In the calculations of the prequilibrium 7 -ray spectrum  we have adopted 
the following G D R param eters: £ ' g d r = 1 8 - 1  MeV, / g d r  =  H - 4  MeV and 
•Sg d r  =  1-0. They were found from fits of s tandard  CASCADE calcula­
tions to  the experim ental 3He +  25Mg 7 -ray energy spectrum  a t E 3He =  11.9 
MeV [4]. At this relatively low incident energy, which corresponds to  the 
form ation of the compound nucleus 28Si a t 34 MeV, one expects th a t fusion 
dom inates in the entrance channel. In the  CASCADE calculations discrete 
level param eters for low excitations and appropriate  level density param ­
eters for higher excitations were applied for all nuclei in the decay chain. 
Fig. 1 gives a comparison of the 7 -ray spectrum  calculated within the pree-
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Fig. 1. A comparison of measured 7 -ray spectrum from 3H e+25Mg reaction with 
calculations. Preequilibrium exciton model - solid line, spectrum of 7 -rays emitted 
from the initial composite system - dotted line, pure statistical model calculations 
- dashed line.
quilibrium model approach (this includes also an equilibrium contribution) 
with the experim ental da ta . Also shown in th is figure is the pure equilib­
rium model 7 -ray spectrum  a t this energy as predicted from CASCADE. 
In these calculations we have also included a  possibility of presence of giant 
quadrupole resonance (GQR). The param eters of the isovector and isoscalar 
G Q R were taken from literatu re  system atics for ground sta te . Even then 
the calculated spectrum  underpredicts the high energy tail.
3. C on clu sion s
It has been shown th a t  within the preequilibrium exciton model a satis­
factory description of the 7 -ray energy spectrum  from 3He +  25Mg reaction 
a t iqab =  29.9 MeV is obtained. Therefore a t this excitation energy of the 
composite system  an excess of the  cross section (as compared to  w hat is 
predicted from purely sta tistical model) can be fully ascribed to  preequilib­
rium gam m as. These high energy 7 -rays are predom inantly em itted from 
various preequilibrium sta tes  of the initial com posite system  (see Fig. 1).
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